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	Title: Not a Veggie Grower?  Just Try Two: Tomatoes and Sweet Corn 
	Author: by Michelle Le Strange, UC Master Gardener Advisor
	Page 1: You just can't beat the taste of home grown produce! If you have the space and sunshine, but not the burning desire to be a veggie gardener, then just try two: tomatoes and sweet corn. Barbecues and picnics taste like summer with these veggies complementing the meal. Tomatoes: Novice growers should keep it simple and only plant a few tomatoes so that watering, weeding, and stringing does not become overwhelming. If you have the knack and zeal for growing vegetables, then choose slicers, dicers, pasters and a cherry and heirloom or two. Don't go hog wild on any one type unless you are up for the challenge. Varieties are the name of the game with tomatoes these days. Nurseries offer new lines and tried and true standards. Pick up any gardening magazine and they'll review their favorites. Go for it or just stick to the basics. Either way if you follow a few tips, you won't be disappointed.Once spring rains stop get ready to plant 10 to 20 individual tomato plants to feed a family of four from the fourth of July to Halloween. To guarantee success choose several different varieties and make sure that a couple are indeterminate (ones that grow and keep fruiting until stopped by frost or disease). Since most of us buy six packs from the nursery, consider planting just three from each six pack and share the rest with a neighbor or friend. That way you can try more varieties. Also make three sequential plantings about three weeks apart. Work the ground with a tiller, adding compost, manure, and fertilizer before forming beds that are 5 feet wide and as long as you dare. Run a furrow down each side to lay the garden hose or place drip tape on bed top. Transplant seedlings two feet apart and train the indeterminate tomatoes up a trellis system and the determinate varieties in tomato cages. Start the support systems early, not later when the plants are full of fruit.The first few weeks require hose watering close to the small plants. Gradually move the water line to the furrows. By then, run water deeply and regularly, but not too often. The water will move laterally into the bed and reach the tomato roots. Avoid getting the top of the beds wet, which encourages weeds and disease. Tomatoes will form a deep root system. Too much water creates fruit with less taste. Drip systems need to be run long enough to wet the root zone.
	Page 2: Tomatoes do not need a lot of fertilizer. If big vines develop with no fruit it usually means that the nights are too hot for pollination. Growing several varieties helps minimize the chances of them all flowering simultaneously during a heat spell. Harvest as soon as tomatoes color up fully. Pick often and never put tomatoes in the refrigerator. Treat them like bananas and you'll be more satisfied with their flavor. Sweet corn: Sweet corn is easier to grow than tomatoes; however stalk disposal at the end of the season is more cumbersome. The novice gardener should plant just one block of corn the first year. Sweet corn does best when planted in small blocks of four or more rows. Rows can be 30-40 inches apart and seed should be planted about 12 inches apart. We do not recommend planting corn in a single row, because poor pollination will result in ears with missing kernels. Plant only one variety of corn in a block and if you grow several blocks, then be sure to separate them to prevent cross pollination between varieties. There are three types of sweet corn varieties. Standard sugary (SU) types are the older varieties in which sugar in the kernels converts rapidly to starch after harvest (e.g. Jubilee, Silver Queen) and these are actually great for the home garden. Sugary enhanced (SE) and super sweet (SS) types possess genes which increase sweetness and slow the conversion of sugar to starch after harvest (e.g. Kandy Korn, How Sweet It Is, Early Xtra Sweet), which are used by commercial growers and are often considered too sweet by some home gardeners. Harvest corn at the milk stage (push thumbnail into a kernel and if kernel is plump and milk pops out, the ear is ready to pick). Husks on mature ears feel firm when grasped. Use corn immediately after picking. Worms may be a problem, but rarely do we recommend spraying for them in the home garden. Just pick them off tomatoes while growing and cut tips off sweet corn prior to cooking.
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